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Academic Entrepreneurship in France: the
promotion of economic returns of public research
and its political and scientific challenges

CHRISTELLE MANIFET

Introduction

In France, the contribution of public research to economic development has given
rise to a vast number of laws and public measures at the national, regional and local
levels.The 1999 Law on innovation and research1 clearly illustrates the spirit of the
successive governments in this matter2. This law makes it easier for researchers-
civil servants to move to the private sector in order to contribute to the develop-
ment of technological activities in existing or new firms. Hence, in addition to the
more common possibilities for technology transfer and public-private partner-
ships, researchers-civil servants are also incited to take part in economic and
labour activities. Although being able to be both ‘civil servants’ and ‘entrepreneurs’
seems unusual, it is now encouraged by the government.

The issue is one of academic entrepreneurship (Mustar, 2003)3, i.e. the creation
of firms from public service research and the statutory staff or recent graduates as
a phenomenon that is indicative of the on-going changes in the public research
system in France. Far from choosing a perspective that analyses the conditions of
R & D and technological innovation, the purpose is to open the black boxes that
the academic configurations4 often constitute in this debate. Academic entrepreneur-
ship will therefore be examined from the standpoint of the activities of the respon-
sible ministry and the research professionals which combines the contributions
from sociology of organisations, the professions and public action. Seen from this
angle, academic entrepreneurship is not only understood as the use of the potential
of public research in the service of technological economic development, but also
as a way of increasing the resources of university institutions. Academic entrepre-
neurship is integrated in a series of activities known as the ‘economic returns’ of
public research.We will show that these activities confusedly combine the external
drivers of the development of a knowledge economy and the internal drivers of the
commercialisation and protection of the products of public research. This latter
logic is common in the national government and has also deeply penetrated the
minds of the researchers.

This article not only analyses the content of official reports and national
statistics, but is also based on the case study of the creation of innovative technol-
ogical firms and on interviews with the coordinators of university projects.The first
part deals with the theoretical debate in which this research was embedded. The
second part is devoted to the analysis of present public policies that support
academic entrepreneurship. The third part, which targets the recipients of the
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public policies, deals with the place of entrepreneurial practices in French univer-
sities and in the careers of the researchers.

The Economic Returns of Public Research: the political and sectorial
challenges and the theoretical debate

Analysing the economic promotion of the activities of those who work in public
research in France leads us first to discuss the new characteristics of these prac-
tices. There is nothing new about professionals’ commercial activities in public
research. But in the past they were not very visible or quantifiable and included
individuals or peripheral structures of an associative or private kind rather than
public research institutions (universities, agencies), laboratories and academic
researchers active in the framework of their main activity.

Encouraged by the ministry and launched at the European level in a context of
strong economic and social demand, promoting the economic value of research is
now imposed on universities and their staff and on public research agencies. The
instituts nationaux polytechniques and the scientific faculties introduced it before the
year 2000 and the humanities and law faculties did so after this date, with a notable
acceleration between 2002 and 20035.

But it is easier to identify than to quantify the growing efforts of institutions
to encourage and organise economic promotion. First of all, there is a lack of
budgetary and longitudinal data and there are great differences between the
institutions and the disciplines. Second, the objective data seem to put into
perspective rather than to support the discourse about the significant development
of economic promotion in the public research institutions. At the institutional
level, there are sometimes substantial evolutions. The scientific university of Lyon
(Lyon I), which has 27,000 students, managed 408 private contracts in 2002,
representing some 10 million euros6. The European contracts represented about
the same amount. The number of contracts (European, private . . .) doubled in
five years. They represented 2.5 times more than the funding from the Ministry,
whereas in 1999 they were only 12% higher7. Globally speaking, the resources of
the institutions generated by research are increasing.The CNRS (Centre national
de la recherche scientifique) thus saw its budget increase by 56% between 2000
and 20058. Such increases, however, must be put into perspective. On the one
hand, these resources remain marginal, even if they are increasing: the 2006 budget
of the CNRS amounted to 2,738 million euros, 75% of which came from state
subsidies (81% in 2000) and a quarter from contracts, royalties from patents and
services (495 million euros). On the other hand, they increasingly come from
public funds and correspond to an evolution of the steering modes of research
through funding that is no longer globalised, but granted for projects. Hence, of
all the CNRS contracts, only 6% were signed with firms, mostly with public
administrations (Europe, State, regions . . .)9. In 2003, the total resources of the
university research teams (outside staff salaries) amounted to 1,174 million euros.
32% came directly from the Ministry of Research (contractual allocations) and
22% had transited via organisations (CNRS . . .). The European contribution
amounted to 7%, that of the regions to 11% and that of the expertise contracts and
other resources to slightly over 25%10.

The mixed nature of these results leads one to question the meaning actors
give to the term ‘economic returns’. Indeed, it varies: research contracts for or
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in collaboration with firms, different services, royalties from the exploitation
licences of patents, mobility of researchers between the private and public
sectors, creation of firms born of public research. Yet in the political discourses
and the figures, the frontiers of economic promotion are not necessarily clearly
fixed. It can be considered as a policy of patents and licences (IGAENR, 2000)
or also englobe the contracts, the creation of high tech firms and the transfer of
technology. It can give rise to controversy on whether consultancy and services
to firms, whose added value in terms of technological innovation is weak, should
be taken into account. Research contracts funded by public administrations —
the European Union, the regions and the State — are not always taken into
consideration in the same way, since they are supposed to both promote applied
research and ensure the permanence of a public service of autonomous research.
But these unfixed definitions seem to reveal that economic promotion underpins
two political objectives that are often associated yet distinct. On the one hand, it
aims to promote and develop economic activities that are based on qualifications
and technologies, i.e. ‘a knowledge economy’. On the other, it has a commercial
purpose, i.e. a ‘commercialisation’ of knowledge in the service of the continuity
and development of academic activities. This ambiguity of the policies and prac-
tices is echoed in the theoretical debate. Hence, a large set of work, dominated
by the economy of innovation or the sociology of science, deals with economic
promotion as a revealer of the slow adaptation of academic research to a knowl-
edge economy (Gibbons, 1994), i.e. a mode of production of knowledge that
focuses on problems to be solved as they are defined by industry or the public
authorities, which is at odds with the academic and watertight organisation of
disciplines and universities and in harmony with action schemes and a hybrid,
transdisciplinary and heterogeneous organisation (Grossetti, 2003, Champenois,
2006). The model of the ‘triple helice’ (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1997) evokes
a hybrid space where science, industry and government try respectively to take
the place of the other, thus erasing their differences. Entrepreneurial universities
take on a new mission of economic development and technological innovation
and resemble start-up incubators and technological poles. High tech firms come
closer to the academic model by carrying out research activities and creating
networks to share knowledge. Governments act as entrepreneurs and investors in
risk-capital and encourage links between researchers and firms via the financing
of partnership projects or of territorial systems of innovation. Many studies
analyse these phenomena and show that, far from the figure of the isolated
researcher, the researcher’s creative capacities are often underpinned by a system
of varied solicitations and ‘academic research in partnership’ (Laredo & Mustar,
2001; 2003).

This thesis of hybrid university organisation does not take into account the
many actors involved in the ‘scientific policy’, their logics and the compromises that
result from this (Cassier, 1996; Pestre & Jacq, 1996; Tuunainen, 2005) nor the
‘field effects’(Bourdieu, 1997). Although laboratories and universities are changing
under the pressure of their environment and the significant increase in economic,
social and political demands, these studies lead one to consider these external
factors — especially the economic factor — as objective needs that impose them-
selves on the actors of research. But the universities, their disciplinary and scien-
tific components, and the professionals that work there develop strategies to reduce
their dependence on external constraints.
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Another series of studies deals more specifically with the reconciliation of
academic practices and the values and logics of the commercial sector. These
analyses apply as much to the research programmes as to the training offer or the
university sport. In this conception, economic promotion activities are embedded
in a commercialisation process of university activities, i.e. the efforts made within the
universities to make a profit from teaching, research and other university services
(Bok, 2003). The concept of academic capitalism (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997) refers
to the commercialisation efforts made by the universities and academics to
ensure the continuity of the funding of their activities: ‘institutional and professorial
market or market like efforts to secure external funds’ (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997,
p. 209).These trends are not without effect, as academic communities are turning
towards activities ‘with a commercial potential’ (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997; Bok,
2003) to the detriment of basic research or ‘true’ higher education (Aronowitz,
2000).

Many of these authors privilege neo-liberal interpretations of the growth of
these practices. Hence, academic capitalism is an answer to economic globalisation
and the reduction in traditional public subventions of a structural type in favour
of selective and project funds. The budgetary restrictions imposed by national
governments on the sector oblige the latter to develop entrepreneurial attitudes to
find resources elsewhere and to maintain and develop their activities (Slaughter &
Leslie, 1997; Welsh & Glenna, 2006). Other authors stress the external pressures
(governmental, economic, social) that oblige universities — the knowledge factory —
to meet the challenges of contemporary societies that are faced with globalisation
and are characterised by rapid technological changes, as well as high levels of
unemployment or poverty (Aronowitz, 2000). For Bok (2003), the commerciali-
sation of university products and activities must also be linked to a dynamic that
is internal to the academic field whose values of competition and excellence
require more and more resources.

It thus appears that the acceleration of economic promotion of research in
American and European universities cannot be explained primarily by direct
collaboration and hybrid forms of organisation between the public and private
sector of research in the framework of a knowledge economy, but is more globally
the result of high inter-dependencies between this sector of higher education and
research and the economic and social demands that are partly built and relayed by
the governmental sphere. Moreover, these promotion practices do not systemati-
cally develop in opposition to academic values, but, on the contrary, to support
them. We propose to defend this perspective in order to analyse French govern-
ment policy in matters of economic returns.

Economic Returns from the Standpoint of Public Authorities: between
the justification of economic development and financial stakes

The French policy of support for innovation and public research is part of building
a knowledge economy. But it is possible to go beyond this first stage of analysis
by looking at public action not so much from the angle of its objectives but of its
instruments, a position that defends the deconstruction of political activity
(Lascoumes & Le Gales, 2004). A cross-analysis of the public measures and the
criteria for their evaluation shows that the government policy of supporting tech-
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nological innovation in French universities underscores two logics: the develop-
ment of a knowledge economy and the growth of the institutions’ own resources.

Putting Public Research at the Service of a Knowledge Economy

Building a national and European knowledge economy — where the creation of
wealth and the productivity of commercial activities are determined by human
capital and innovative and technological products — is determined by the quan-
titative objective to bring the share of the gross domestic product devoted to
research expenditure to 3% by 2010, 2% of which should come from the private
sector. If we refer to Eurostat and OECD data, France invested 2.19% of its
GDP in R&D in 2003, thanks to a rather high share of the public contribution
(0.83% of the GDP), whereas the contribution of the private sector was rather
low (1.36%). The corrective measures of the French government targeted firms
(research tax credit, aids given by the OSEO group11, projects supported by the
Agence de l’Innovation industrielle12) as much as the public research sector,
although the present study only deals with the latter.

The law of July 199913 on Innovation and Research was meant to make it easier
for civil servant researchers to move to the private sector in order to create a firm,
bring in scientific competence or hold shares in the capital of a firm. It also created
favourable legal conditions, encouraged the implementation of regional incubators
and launched a national support competition to create innovative technological
firms. 28 incubators accredited by the State were created in all the French regions
to host projects to help create innovative firms, mainly linked to public research.
These incubators were financed by the Ministry (50%), the regions and Europe
(European Social Fund).The calls for proposals help the project coordinators and
mainly target doctorate holders, engineers and other young university graduates
who wish to develop the work they have carried out in their laboratories. The
regions associate themselves with this national policy in favour of technological
innovation as it echoes their concerns about the qualification of regional and
local economic systems. They contribute to the funding of interface structures
between the firms and research teams such as regional centres for innovation and
the transfer of industrial technology (CRITT) or technological zones and, more
recently, the competitivity poles. They also create their own support measures
for technological entrepreneurship, be it academic or not: incubators, calls for
projects, competition for innovation, and support for project development.

Making the Public Sector Research Prosper and Profitable

In parallel to the growing focus on technological innovation and academic entre-
preneurship in universities, a system of expertise and evaluation of practices in this
field was introduced at the national level.The technological and economic value of
the projects of the researchers-entrepreneurs thus comes second after the preser-
vation and defence of intellectual and economic ownership of the public service of
research.

a) The evaluation bodies of academic entrepreneurship

In the framework of the 1999 Law, the IGAENR (Inspection générale de
l’administration de l’Éducation nationale et de la recherche) saw its evaluation
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competences extended to research14 and the former CNE (Comité national de
l’évaluation)15 also integrated, as from 2003, evaluation criteria that enabled it to
better appreciate whether the institutions that were evaluated gave special attention
to promotion.Two bodies with substantial expertise in matters of entrepreneurship
within the institutions came to the fore: the ethics commission; and the national
audit office and, by delegation, the regional audit offices.

The ethics commission was created in the framework of the law of 1993 to
complement the legislation on research defined by the Law of 1982. It became an
essential pillar supporting the implementation of the 1999 Law on innovation
and research, seeking to reconcile ‘the needs for the public research staff to participate
in the creation and development of firms with the general principles that guaranteed the
regular functioning of the public services and the moral behaviour of their agents’16. Since
then, all the requests of researcher-civil servants relating to the 1999 law must be
presented to the commission, which gives an opinion. Researchers’ projects are
co-validated by their institution and the commission. The institution gives them
authorisation, following the opinion of the commission. At a later stage, the
commission must be informed of the contracts and conventions signed between
the firm that has been created and the university.

The national audit office and, by delegation, the regional audit offices17, have
become essential actors in the evaluation of promotion activities in the universities.
The national audit office published reports on this topic, first in 1997, then in 2000
and decided in 2003 to launch a broader survey on the management of research
activities in universities together with several regional audit offices.

b) The evaluation criteria of economic returns in universities

Although entrepreneurial initiatives in universities are encouraged, they are also
controlled according to precise criteria. As its name indicates, the ethics commis-
sion does not evaluate researchers-civil servants’ projects on the basis of their
economic and commercial pertinence18. But it does measure the compatibility
between the commercial project and the researcher’s civil servant status. This is a
difficult problem because the very activity of academic entrepreneurship is always
close to illegality.

The general code of the civil service forbids civil servants (non researchers) to
exercise a lucrative private occupation, have any interests in a firm which is related
to their administration and be a member of an administrative board or president of
a public company — except if it is not-for-profit. In other words, everything the
1999 law allows with respect to innovation and research is forbidden by the general
code of the civil service. This exceptional status of civil servants-researchers is
justified by the specificity of their mission, which consists in taking part in the
development of knowledge and the social and economic development of the
country. The analysis of the ethics commission’s reports shows that the moral
principles of the civil service and the issue of the protection of public property
are confusedly intertwined and that the researchers’ duties towards the general
community tend to be replaced by those those to their institution. In matters of
production, management and use of patents and other research products, the law
gives the university institutions broad prerogatives for them to be able to have their
rights, including their financial rights, recognised. The intellectual property code
specifies that, once a patent has been presented following an intervention during
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the execution of functions for the benefit of an employer, employers have the right
to become the owner or beneficiary of all or parts of the rights attached to the
patent that protects the invention of their employees. From then on, the academic
researchers’ inventions in the framework of their missions belong to the university
or the agency for which they are carrying out their research. It is only if the
institution decides not to proceed with the promotion of the invention that
the researcher who is its author can benefit from its patrimonial rights according
to the conditions of the convention that has been signed with the institution.
Hence, researchers are not the main beneficiaries of their products — patents or
other scientific products — whereas the intellectual property is an automatic right
of public employers, unless they renounce it.

These principles of protection of the public heritage of research and defence of
the financial interests of the university institutions are the object of a particularly
dense jurisprudence in the reports of the commission19. The issue is first to verify
whether the products to be promoted were produced in the framework of the
public service research and in the institutions to which the researchers-civil ser-
vants are attached (Commission de déontologie, 2005).When the entrepreneurial
demand concerns new work that is not part of a promotion process, the com-
mission gives a negative opinion. The commission also evaluates whether it is the
researchers making the request who produced the research activities they wish to
enhance. Hence, the director of a thesis can promote the work of one of his
doctoral students if his own work has an obvious link with this thesis.

Once the ‘public’ property character of the product to be promoted has been
established, the commission makes sure that the researcher and a fortiori the
institution are not unjustly dispossessed of their property in the framework of the
promotion activity, both at the legal level — through the renouncing of patent
ownership for example — and at the financial level — through contracts or
concessions that under-rate the value of the product that is exchanged. Indeed,
when researchers take the initiative to contribute to the commercial exploitation of
their work, they not only commit themselves, but also their institution and more
generally the community. Hence, a contract of transfer of know-how stipulating
how promotion will be undertaken for each party must be established between the
institution to which the researcher is attached and the partner firm. A contract of
patent ownership must accompany it if need be and must specify the conditions of
exploitation and financial reward for the institution. If the researcher’s project
foresees the transfer of several patents and licences to the partner firm — without
having even envisaged a contract between the university and the firm — or if it
concerns the transfer of all the know-how of a researcher accompanied by a just as
important transfer of ownership rights by the university, with no or little counter-
part, the commission will give an unfavourable opinion.

The conditions of reciprocity of the public-private exchange are another
concern of evaluators who have given a negative answer to a request for scientific
competition when they believed that the licence contract that accompanied it did
not foresee the payment of a sum ‘that could not be considered as sufficiently ensuring
the enhancement of the research work (. . .) and could jeopardise the material and moral
interests of the public service’20. It also contested the request to host enhancement
activities, considering that the enhancement contract that accompanied it ‘would
only contribute a very weak financial counterpart to the university’21. Hence,
the commission carefully studies the conditions of the contract that links the
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institution of the researcher and the firm and makes sure that there are ‘balanced
and not unfair clauses that benefit the firm’22. The transfer of ownership rights is
evaluated with care. It must be accompanied by an annual financial counterpart for
the institution and be justified, especially when the products (software, patents)
have a clear commercial potential. The contracts must include strict protection
clauses, such as the university’s right to control the allowance of licences by firms
to third parties. The financial counterpart that is granted to the university must
appear in the know-how transfer contracts and the commission also specifies the
rates of retribution of the university which must neither be a percentage that is
taken out of the complement of payment of the researcher nor a percentage on the
benefits — ‘whose consistence is not defined and whose amount may be low’23 — but
must be defined on the basis of the turnover. As a minimum guarantee must be
respected, the commission may consider a rate of 1% of the turnover as too little
and therefore give a reserved favourable opinion until this rate is considerably
increased.

This evaluation grid of entrepreneurial practices within universities is valid for
the national audit office and the regional audit offices, which highlights even more
clearly the weaknesses of the management of economic returns in French univer-
sities. According to the audit office, universities often have little knowledge of their
returns activities and leave their laboratories completely free in this matter24. The
‘bad’ pupils are the universities that tend to abandon their prerogatives in matters
of patent management, or to treat them without enough rigour and a lack of
authority regarding their components and staff. The universities, which, until
recently, tended to systematically reject all commercial relations with the private
partners are now explicitly encouraged to do the contrary.

Hence, in a specific case, the national audit office reproaches the university of
‘abandoning’ the intellectual property of certain patents, specifying that this was
done ‘without (. . .) any resistance’ when the patent presented ‘a true commercial
potential’25. Moreover, the university in question has no means to oversee the use
made of its goods by third parties. The audit office concludes from this that ‘the
university is disarmed in relation to the owners of patents who know of their exploitation
and the profits that are generated’26. It takes into account the constraints that are
associated with the management of patents and more especially their costs which
could be dissuasive for the institutions. The deposit of a patent in France is
evaluated between 4,500 and 7,600 euros in 1997, its extension to other countries
costs 15,000 to 22,000 euros in Europe and its annual renewal between 400 and
3,000 euros, whereas the potential benefits do not come for several years. The
universities of Aix-Marseille 2 and Paris 7 are the only ones that seemed to be able
to balance their accounts in matters of patent management in 200527. Hence, the
regional audit offices specify that the institution must ‘be careful in its use of its patent
ownership rights’ but that these rights ‘must not be abandoned, especially if the patents
have a generic field of application (. . .)’28.

The issue of equipping the national and regional economy to face the compe-
tition of emerging countries and other developed countries is an essential justifi-
cation for French national policy in support of academic entrepreneurship, helped
in this respect by the regional policies. But the analysis of the measures and means
of the evaluation of academic entrepreneurship says more about the driver of this
national policy. The economic and technological pertinence of the projects is not
the subject of the evaluation. The entrepreneurial initiatives of the researchers are
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evaluated on the basis of principles of promotion, protection and defence of the
intellectual and commercial interests of the public service of research in general
and of the universities in particular and call upon criteria of judgement that are
more often considered to be the privilege of the private sphere: importance given
to the value of property, marketing of the products of public research, estimate of
the costs and fair estimate of the market value of public goods, reciprocity of
exchanges and protection of innovations.

Economic Returns from the Standpoint of Those Concerned

In matters of academic entrepreneurship, the public measures may seem dispro-
portionate considering the volume of the practices. Indeed, a rapid assessment at
the national level shows that the practice of economic activity remains very limited.
The study of researchers-entrepreneurs sheds light on ordinary professional moti-
vations that are in close coherence with ambitions of a scientific nature (intellectual
emulation, publication . . .).

Entrepreneurship in French Universities

Despite widespread communication around the 1999 law on innovation and
research and its entrepreneurial value, its social impact seems weak, given the
limited use that is made of it by the target population29. The appropriation of
the legal measures by the researchers-entrepreneurs shows that the stakes on the
frontier between the public sector of research and the world of private enterprise
do not lead to its dissolution.

a) Researchers’ requests for mobility

98 mobility requests were addressed to the Commission in 2005 and, between
1999 and 2005, they concerned 533 civil servants. If we take into account the
number of teachers-researchers (55,673 FTE) and researchers (73,500 FTE), one
can conclude that the 1999 law affects less than 0.5% of its target audience.
Moreover, researchers do not adhere in the same way to the three possibilities for
mobility offered by the 1999 law, i.e.:

— participation on a personal basis as an associate or director in the creation
of a firm(creation of an economic activity);

— scientific aid brought to a firm that ensures, within the framework
of a contract with the university, the promotion of its work (reinforced
consultancy);

— participation, on a personal basis, on an administrative board or a moni-
toring council (double activity).

These three possibilities are part of individual entrepreneurial practices which are
specific and have a different impact in terms of production of economic value.That
is why we define them distinctly as ‘creation of economic activity’, ‘reinforced
consultancy’ and ‘double activity’. But they are not used in the same way by
researchers, who prefer ‘reinforced consultancy’. Researchers remain in their public
institution, with their usual research and teaching activities and salary and only
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transmit their competences and intellectual knowledge. 84% of the requests made
between 1999 and 2005, i.e. 372 persons, were orientated towards this option.The
only difference with more traditional services offered by researchers that do not
need the authorisation of the ethics commission is that this consultancy is on a long
term basis and requires the active support of the researcher for the enhancement
process of his work in the firm. Reinforced consultancy can therefore be exercised
on a five-year basis that can be renewed several times and the researcher can devote
up to one day a week to the firm. Moreover, intellectual participation and a
financial participation in the social capital of the firm can be cumulated within the
15% limit authorised, thus acquiring the dividends from the activities if there are
any. But he/she cannot play a strategic role in the firm.

Then come, but far behind, the requests for the ‘creation of economic activities’ —
but these are decreasing: 11% of the requests in 2005, i.e. 132 persons, as against
21% in 2002. This option leads the researcher to leave the public sector for two
years, renewable twice, for a project to create a firm for a limited, or even a more
sustainable period. Researchers are seconded. They continue to be paid but ‘must
cease all activity in the public sector of which they are a member’30. They must be able
to devote their time to the creation of a firm, whilst avoiding a conflict of interest
between the firm and the public institution.

Last, the option that is defined here as a ‘double activity’ is the least attractive —
5.4% of the requests, i.e. 29 persons — because of the ambivalence of its status or
the double competences it implies and for which the researcher is not necessarily
prepared. More than the two previous options, this one can create a ‘conflict of
interests’. Whilst carrying out their usual missions of research and teaching,
researchers take part in directing the firm.The justification of this transgression of
the code of the civil service is to ‘sensitise firms to innovation and make them more
attentive to the progress of basic research and its applications’31. The purpose is there-
fore to encourage the entry of those who are aware of the issues around research
in the management teams of French firms.

b) Measures accompanying academic entrepreneurship

The 1999 Law on innovation and research also contained a chapter on measures
that accompany these entrepreneurial practices in public research institutions:
national tenders to support the creation of high tech firms, incubators.
But it should be noted that, whereas these measures were originally meant to
promote research activities that originate in public research32 or are linked 33 to it,
their missions have been gradually broadened to projects that may come from the
private sector and to support projects from the public service of research
(researchers-civil servants, recently graduated doctors and engineers), as well as
creative people who are not close to the academic world, such as the highly
qualified unemployed (bac + 5 to bac + 8).

This is the situation for the national tenders for aid for the creation of inno-
vative firms of which only 41% of the winners in 2005 promoted the work of public
research34 whereas 50% hold a doctorate and 34% a degree in engineering. Out of
the total number of winners, 39% were job seekers. Their number has doubled in
six years (20% in 1999).The same is true for incubators, which, originally, were to
promote the technologies that emerged from and were associated with public
research, whereas the projects that have received support since 2000 (1415 at the
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end of 2005) are projects that are first linked to public research (51%) and then
emerge from it (45%), or even come exclusively from the private sector without any
cooperation being necessarily established with public research (4%). Moreover, the
share of public research projects decreases each year (75% in 2001, 60% in 2002,
50% in 2003, 49% in 2004 and 45% in 2005). Almost all those who submit
projects (91%) are graduates of long higher education studies (bac + 5 at least).
45% hold a doctorate and 36% an engineering degree. Of the 1446 project leaders
who benefited from the help of incubators, only 229 were affected by the 1999 law,
i.e. 16% of the total. Even if this share increases for the projects originating from
public research(36%), it is clear that most people who submitted incubated
projects in 2005 were not civil servants only. 50% came from public research
institutions. They came from the industrial world (55%), mostly from small and
medium-sized firms(38%) and large companies (17%). Of the 50% who did not
come from public institutions, 33% were unemployed.

The broadening of the purposes of the measures to accompany innovation in
public research institutions is probably due to several factors, four of which seem
to be particularly significant. First, a lack of entrepreneurial projects from public
research and a low demand for mobility on the part of the public research staff
create an imbalance between a weak entrepreneurial demand and a broad offer in
all the French regions. Secondly, with the crisis in the recruitment in public service
research, the creation of firms constitutes a professional alternative for those who
have held a doctorate or an engineering degree for more than one year.Thirdly, in
a context of economic sluggishness associated with a high rate of unemployment,
including for qualified people, the creation of firms constitutes an alternative.
Fourth and last, one should not neglect the important role of the regions at every
level in funding measures that encourage academic entrepreneurship and more
especially their financial contribution to the incubators.They contribute up to 50%
or even 75% to the budgets of the latter and their funding criteria only partly tie
in with those of the Ministry. It is the criteria of the creation of economic activity,
and more especially technological activity and of regional development that is the
priority, whether the projects that are funded come from the public sector or the
private sector, as this convention between a regional incubator and a region shows:
‘the projects will be identified primarily in the economic activities of the region.They can
emanate from academic or industrial extension, from individual initiatives or existing
firms. Their origin can be endogenous or exogenous to the region’.35 In other words,
the institutional origin of the innovative project does not really matter, but the
criterion of its implantation is crucial.

The Creation of Firms by Researchers-Entrepreneurs

The sociological curiosity is heightened when the social practices analysed are the
least shared: are these ‘exceptional practices’ engendered by exceptional individu-
als? The general survey carried out is indeed limited but it brings an answer that
deserves attention: for the researchers-entrepreneurs who were questioned, the
creation of firms was closely linked to the scientific career and did not constitute
an alternative, a parenthesis or a new start. But this strong interdependence
between academic career and the entrepreneurial project presents an unknown
element in the practice of economic returns in universities as a way of developing
academic activities.
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a) Two firms set up by a French university

The survey reported on is of a limited nature in more ways than one. Carried out
in July 2006, its aim was to collect the accounts of ‘exceptional’ researchers
because they had taken part in the creation of a firm. It was decided to limit the
survey to a small number of experiences whilst seeking to better understand the
meaning of the testimonies and individual pathways. Hence the unity of place was
emphasised by choosing two cases of firms being created in a single university
which, for the sake of confidentiality will be called the blue University36. The two
firms had acquired a certain longevity, which made it possible to reflect on the
entrepreneurial process in its professional, institutional and political dynamic and
on the obstacles the projects had encountered. Both promoted research in biology
or process engineering. The survey was carried out by means of interviews.

The sample

Firm 1 Firm 2

• 2 teacher-researchers who had developed a
project and minority shareholders (30%)

• 1 teacher-researcher who had developed a
project and minority shareholder (15%)

• 2 private associates, majority stakeholders (70%) • 6 associate private shareholders (85%)
• 1 manager, 2 employees • 1 manager, 3 employees
• In activity for 3 years, on hold for 2 years (at the

time of the survey in July 2006)
• In activity for 5 years

b) Two examples of researchers-entrepreneurs

We shall begin by retracing the main stages followed by the researchers-
entrepreneurs who were interviewed.

Sylvain, a Professor of Biology who Set up a Firm

Sylvain is a researcher who created a firm but did not lead the project. The
promotion of the work he carried out with his team consisted for many years in
classical contracts with firms.When the firm had been established and had pursued
its activities with difficulty, Sylvain wished to come back to this more classical
formula, which seemed to him less strenuous.

Sylvain learned to carry out research with a thesis director and in a laboratory
and a university that were familiar with the industrial application of public
research.The question developed in his thesis was a question of basic science: what
is the use of water on a protein molecule? The day he defended his thesis an
eminent member of his jury said to him: ‘your method could have a certain success
with industrialists’. Having become a senior lecturer, he wanted to promote his work
and make his laboratory benefit from it. Taking into account the economic
characteristics of its region, the team consulted the major regional firms which,
although they were interested, did not want to take any risks. Two years went by
and the two researchers were rather discouraged: ‘we felt that the industrialists were
not ready to take part in the innovative adventure’.

Finally, it was a firm manager outside their region who contacted them. He
wanted to gradually convert the traditional industrial activity of his firm into a
technological activity around acid molecules, which had been marginal until then.
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It was with this entrepreneur that a first contract was signed whereby the labora-
tory would supply the samples that the firm would commercialise. One year after
these promising beginnings, the firm had more and more problems in its heavy
industry branch and had to accelerate its reconversion. Sylvain and his partner
then committed themselves to giving another dimension to the project. They
elaborated a European project for which they obtained 680,000 euros, half for their
laboratory, a quarter for the firm and the rest for the third European partner who
had been contacted on this occasion.The project was to build a machine that could
produce on a large scale and had to act quickly because obtaining the European
funds depended on engaging the expenses. The two academics rapidly made
contact with consultancy offices to design this machine, and, despite several
problems with their aid, finally succeeded.

The localisation of this machine was the first factor of tension between the
two researchers-entrepreneurs and their industrial partner. The two researchers
wanted to let their region benefit from it, according to a principle of reciprocity
with regard to the firm support brought to them by the region, but also to monitor
the use that was made of their discovery.The firm manager wanted his employees
and his firm that was located elsewhere to benefit from it too. Legal and economic
problems would soon end the conflict. The firm was put in receivership, which
shifted the problem.The issue was no longer to decide as to the localisation of the
machine and the future technological activity of the bankrupt firm, but to find new
partners to pursue the promotion of the work of the two researchers. It was then
in 2001, whilst seeking another solution and stimulated by a political context that
encouraged academic entrepreneurship, that the idea of creating a firm came to the
two partners. Thanks to the quality relationship they had built with the former
manager, they contacted two of their former managers and quickly came together
to set up a firm. These two private associates became major shareholders and the
two researchers shared 30% of the capital of the firm. But this time there was
greater tension in the partnership: ‘we quickly realised that there was no reciprocity
between our laboratory and the firm that had been set up.The two shareholders insisted
that the firm was not making any profit, which was true . . . But were they doing their
utmost?’. The two academics began to be suspicious, especially since one of the
shareholders had in the meantime been recruited by another firm which was a
competitor of the first industrial partner. For Sylvain, things were clear: ‘they
wanted the ownership of our patent (. . .).Their strategy was to ruin the firm’. But the
two academics were not ready to give up the patent of their invention. The
cooperation failed, and since then, the firm has been on standby.

Sylvain does not abandon his aim of promoting his process, but he wants to
come back to more classical formulae: ‘from the technological intervention, the rental
of machines, the management of the intellectual property of our patent, the training of staff
from the private sector, answering invitations to tender . . . We wanted to go back to a
classical contract logic!’.

Karim, Professor of Physics, Head of a Laboratory and Creator of a
Firm

Karim could be the ideal figure of the academic entrepreneur researcher. He
created a firm to which he now brings his scientific support but his entrepreneurial
activities do not stop there. He is head of a laboratory and is a co-inventor of a
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technological process that gave rise to no less than 17 patents whose economic
applications are numerous and affect common consumer products. Karim has also
contributed to the creation of several other firms that are carried by industrial
partners or former students, three of which were rewarded at the national inno-
vation contest. In short, Karim systematically thinks about how to give added value
to the basic research carried out in his laboratory right up to the commercial
outlets and organises all the activities of his laboratory with this purpose. This
frame of mind can only satisfy his institution and ministry.Yet Karim’s dynamism
is upset by an organisational environment he perceives as hostile.

He began his career in a technological university, in an atmosphere that was
favourable to promotion and, with his team, he co-invented the technology that
would lead to some 20 patents. Solicited by the blue University, he accepted to
move there, feeling that it would be an ally.Yet he was soon disillusioned. Every-
thing that was supported in his former environment now seemed to be criticised.
Although the president of the university tended to be on his side, his authority
was weak and above all he did not have the ‘entrepreneurial’ culture that char-
acterised the management of his former institution. Obliged to cope on his own,
Karim pursued his innovative activities going so far as to deposit a patent on his
own. In the mid-1990s, he already caressed the thought of setting up a firm. All
his activities led him to this, e.g. when he looked for an agency that could
industrialise his technology, when he negotiated with his industrial partners the
transfer of the licences or the deposit of patents, when the experts of the Euro-
pean Commission ensured him of the ‘strategic’ character for Europe of his work
and encouraged him to install himself in the technological zones in Germany or
Spain.

But the implementation of the 1999 law on innovation and research made the
local situation evolve in a positive way.The regional incubator was created and his
university now placed promotion at the heart of its activities.This was the window
of opportunity that Karim was waiting for. He very quickly set up his firm and had
a 15% participation in its capital. This was rather complex because it associated
members of his family, financers and a local entrepreneur. For Karim, the origi-
nality of this enterprise was that its aim was not to produce consumer goods. It was
at the confluent of research and industrial production because it was devoted to the
industrialisation of the technological processes developed by his laboratory: ‘I
wanted an engineering structure that prolonged the work of the laboratory but on another
scale and I wanted other structures for the production’.

The pressure from his peers in his institution runs through Karim’s testimony.
He is suspected of ‘making money’ when his activities flourish and then is strongly
criticised when some of the projects go wrong. Karim feels isolated. The conclu-
sions of an evaluation report on his entrepreneurial practices only increase these
tensions. Not only his institution, but Karim himself are directly accused of lacking
rigour in the management of his patents and contracts, of not taking into account
the interests of his institution, and even of not respecting the deontological rules of
his status to the benefit of his private and family interests. Facing adversity, Karim
carries on and the firm he had created still exists after five years.

Sylvain and Karim’s paths are very different. In one case, the entrepreneurial
project is the result of a combination of circumstances. In the other, it is a previous
driver. For one, the problems are linked to the partnership with the private sector,
for the other to the social control of the local academic community. But for both,
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entrepreneurship is integrated in a personal academic and career project and in a
collective enterprise of development of a team and a laboratory.

c) The motives of the researchers-entrepreneurs: making their activities and
teams prosper and protecting their invention

The personal, family and financial interests that these two researchers can obtain
from their entrepreneurship do not seem to be the essential motive. Moreover, as
the two experiences that have been analysed have shown, the personal investment
is as important as the risks. First, the financial risks, as Sylvain said afterwards, not
without humour: ‘mind you, the loss in capital will enable us to reduce our taxes!’.Then,
there are the professional risks, as is seen in Karim’s marginalisation within his
institution. At first, there may be a social predisposition or a difference with these
researchers that link them to the Schumpertian model of the entrepreneur
(Champenois, 2006, p. 364). It is Karim who highlights the difficulties he has in
sharing his ideas: ‘an academic should not do this type of thing’. It is Sylvain who, from
the outset of the interview, positions himself in an unusual academic path: ‘I did try
a general licence but I gave up after six months’.Yet both these entrepreneurs consider
themselves as researchers and their scientific production, expressed in terms of
publications, shelters them from all criticisms.The pertinence of economic returns
is not questioned in either Sylvain’s or Karims’ case and seems to constitute a
necessary element of their creative capacity and therefore of their scientific recog-
nition.That is why when entrepreneurial activity can endanger associated scientific
interests, such as the appropriation of a patent by a private actor, the researcher
prefers to renounce, regardless of the considerations for the economic success of
the partner. That is also why when the local academic community marginalises
it because of its entrepreneurial activities, the researcher-entrepreneur accepts
it with difficulty and compensates through the search for international scientific
recognition.

But it is true that academic entrepreneurship differs from applied research,
technological transfer or the public-private partnership. Two reasons account for
Sylvain and Karim’s entrepreneurial initiatives: to support their team and to
protect their invention.

The driver for entrepreneurship is the need to nurture both one’s own research
activities and that of one’s team. The commercial interest is obvious but remains
a means to pursue research activities. The two interviews evoke the fact that the
research community, through state redistribution, does not cover the entire needs
of contemporary research structures which must find other ways to finance their
activities and strengthen their teams. Awareness of the collective interest is strong,
although it does not apply to the impersonal whole that makes up the public sector
of research. The whole is not the institution but the laboratory or even the team
which is a true enterprise that must be made to prosper for the benefit of all others.

The other essential reason is to protect one’s inventions. Our two researchers-
entrepreneurs are also researchers-inventors who have a keen sense of their intel-
lectual property. Although they are newcomers in market negotiations, they know
full well how to protect their intellectual property. Their fears seem somewhat
irrational. Indeed, the invention has usually led to a patent and it is enough to give
a licence to frame the exploitation of their inventions by the industrialists. The
classical promotion process, however, leads to a form of loss of control of the
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invention.The industrialists, who are also very concerned by the ownership of their
production processes, often ask for exclusive licences, which reduces the freedom
to exploit the patents. Moreover, there is always the risk of opportunistic and/or
disloyal behaviour where, for example, a firm must pay the royalties of the exploi-
tation of the licences. By involving themselves directly in the economic promotion
of their inventions, the researchers have the feeling that they control the process.
The outcome of Sylvain’s experience shows, however, that reality is more complex
and that participation in the creation of a firm does not protect the invention, the
researcher, the laboratory and the institution from opportunistic and disloyal
behaviour or commercial failures.

In this last section, we have looked at the entrepreneurial practices of academic
researchers first from a statistical and general standpoint and then from a com-
prehensive standpoint. The first helped to highlight three elements — the limited
involvement in entrepreneurial practices of staff of French public research, the
differentiated appropriation of the possibilities offered by law, the shift in missions
of the public measures to support innovation in public research. From these, we
can draw more general lessons. First, marginal practices in universities cannot
illustrate alone a global transformation of the sector.The development of a political
offer of support to individual entrepreneurial practices in universities does not
express itself in a large increase in these practices, but rather in better organisation
and institutional embedding. Then, the researchers who turn to entrepreneurial
activities privilege those that maintain the boundaries between the sectors of public
research and private enterprise, rather than formulae that encourage hybrid prac-
tices. The comprehensive outlook is a useful complement to these general results.
First, although entrepreneurial practices are exceptional and concern above all the
researchers-inventors, they also reveal rather ordinary scientific strategies. The
creation of firms is part of an individual scientific career, as well as of a collective
enterprise, that of a team of researchers.

Conclusion

In this article, we wanted to link academic entrepreneurship to a series of activities
in the field of economic promotion of public research that can take on different
meanings according to the actors in the production chain. For the ministry and its
agencies, economic promotion oscillates between two alternatives while trying a
policy of support for an innovative and technological economy and a managerial
policy to make the public service of research more profitable. For the regions, the
economic promotion of public research means creating qualified and regional
economic activity. For the researchers-entrepreneurs, it generates money and
nurtures the scientific production and publication process.The creation of firms is
also, more specifically, a way of both protecting and exploiting the individual and
collective benefits of an invention.

Whoever wishes to interpret the activities of the economic promotion of public
research cannot ignore the diversity of the modes of qualification it gives rise to nor
the weight of strictly political and academic logics in their development. These
activities therefore do not correspond to the use of the public research potential in
the service of economic development and job creation but to the commercialisation
of knowledge, i.e. professional practices and modes of organisation of the public
research space which, in certain conditions, analyse knowledge as a private good,
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seeking to make profitable the costs of production and reap the benefits. The
indices gathered here have shown that there is always an academic or administra-
tive issue at stake. As it has been shown elsewhere (Champenois, 2006), identifying
an opportunity for the industrial application of the products of research is the
source of a circuit to fund research. More significantly, the testimonies of the
researchers-entrepreneurs seem to show the almost necessary nature of economic
promotion as if the scientific abilities of the researchers depended on it. On the side
of the government agencies, the researchers’ enterprise is evaluated on its capacity
to protect and defend the products of public research rather than on the pertinence
of the economic model. Although the entrepreneurial spirit, autonomy and the
personal ability to take risks are encouraged, researchers-entrepreneurs are far
from being dispensed from all collective responsibility regarding the ‘firm-
university’ whose interests they must defend in the market.

Hence, the debate on the birth of an economy that is based on knowledge, that
is fabourable to hybrids and the insertion of research, be it public or private, in the
very processes of economic production may have evacuated another debate on the
autonomous and parallel transformation of the public sector of research. The
concepts of academic capitalism (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997) and commercialisation
(Bok, 2003) aim at incarnating this ambiguous transformation that is characterised
by the partial transfer and strategic appropriation of mercantile logics within
science and university organisations (Tuunainen, 2005) and that contributes to
maintaining and recreating rather than erasing the boundaries between the
research and industry sectors, and the public and private sector.

NOTES

1. Law of 12 July 1999, published in the Journal Officiel of 13 July 1999.
2. For an up to date assessment of the policy on the economic promotion of

public research in France, see IGF (Inspection générale des finances) and
IGAENR (Inspection générale de l’administration de l’éducation nationale et
de la recherche), Rapport sur la valorisation de la recherche, January 2007.

3. The concept of academic entrepreneurship will be limited here to the public
sector researchers’ participation in the creation of firms.

4. Academic configurations constitute pertinent social training for the actors
who find themselves there, heads of institutions and directors’ teams, teach-
ing and research professionals . . . (C. Musselin, 2001). The triptyque —
ministry, institutions, disciplines — gives a strong structure to the internal
dynamics of these configurations, without, however, other integrative logics
being able to prevail, depending on the problems dealt with (laborato-
ries . . .).

5. Réseau Curie, Les activités de valorisation dans les établissements universitaires
français, enquête 2005, juin 2006.

6. Chambre régionale des comptes de Rhône-Alpes, Rapport d’observations
définitives concernant la gestion de l’Université Claude Bernard Lyon II, 2005.

7. Ibid. p. 62.
8. Cour des comptes, Rapport public annuel 2008, février: p. 128. [http://www.

ccomptes.fr]
9. Le CNRS en chiffres 2006. [http://www.sg.cnrs.fr]

10. Cour des comptes, La gestion de la recherche dans les universités, octobre 2005.
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11. The OSEO group was created on 17 January 2005 following the closening
of the competences of the Banque de développement des PME and its
subsidiary SOLARIS and Anvar in order to increase the support of public
research to the small and medium-sized firms.

12. The Agence de l’innovation industrielle (AII), which was created in 2005,
aims to finance large mobilising research programmes that involve public
research laboratories and large industrial groups and small and medium-
sized firms.

13. The possibilities for researchers-civil servants to be mobile already existed in
the loi d’orientation de l’enseignement supérieur de 1982. But the 1999 Law
clearly illustrates the government’s wish to promote and simplify these
practices.

14. Proof of this is the latest report of the IGAENR, Rapport sur la valorisation de
la recherche au sein des universités, 2007, 250 p.

15. The mission of the Comité national d’Évaluation de l’enseignement
supérieur (CNÉ) is to evaluate all scientific, cultural and professional insti-
tutions. In the framework of the reform of the national administration of
research and higher education it has been fragilised and then integrated as
from January 2007 in the Agence d’évaluation de l’enseignement supérieur et
de la recherche (AERES), which was created in 2006.

16. Extract from the circular note of 7 October 1999 concerning the implemen-
tation of the measures of the law of 12 July 1999.

17. A delegation that the regional audit offices obtained with their creation in the
law on political decentralisation of March 1982 concerning the rights and
freedom of the communities, departments and regions.

18. This is mainly the role of incubators and competitive examinations.
19. The commission can give the following opinions: ‘favourable’, ‘favourable

with reserves’, ‘negative’, ‘negative as it stands’, ‘postponed’, ‘withdrawal’ or
‘rejection’. In 2005, it gave 98 opinions, most of which were favourable or
favourable with reserves (76%).

20. Commission de déontologie, Rapport d’activité, 2005, p. 71.
21. Ibid.
22. Ibid.
23. Ibid.
24. Cour des comptes, La gestion de la recherche dans les universités, octobre 2005,

op. cit.: pp. 99-107 and pp. 148-151.
25. Extract from university evaluation reports carried out by the regional audit

offices. We do not specify the references out of respect for the anonymity of
the institutions and persons concerned.

26. Ibid.
27. Cour des comptes, La gestion de la recherche dans les universités, octobre 2005,

op. cit., p. 104.
28. Extract from an evaluation report of a regional audit office, op. cit.
29. The deontology commission carries out annual reports on its submissions of

cases to the court since 2000. ‘Normally’, it is the compulsory reference for
all requests that refer to the 1999 law. Its cover improved as the institutions
and staff better mastered the texts. The former directorate for technology of
the ministry also carried out a state of the art of the measures and activities
in matters of innovation and technological research in 2006: Direction de la
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technologie, Innovation et recherche technologique. Etat de la situation et bilan au
31 décembre 2005. Avril 2006.

30. Circulaire n° 1999-150 du 7 octobre 1999 relative à l’application de la loi du
12 juillet 1999 sur l’innovation.

31. Circulaire n° 1999-150 du 7 octobre 1999, op. cit.
32. That is ‘promotion of the work of a public laboratory’ according to the definition

given by the former Direction de la Technologie: DT, Innovation et . . . ,
2006, op. cit., p. 30.

33. This is ‘the origin is external to public research but cooperates with a public
laboratory’: ibid.

34. This competition promotes ‘emerging’ projects or projects that are being
‘created- developed’. Since its launch in 2000, 10,625 candidacies have been
presented, 1555 obtained a prize, of which 1321 separate persons (some of
the winners in the ‘creation-development’ category were also winners in the
‘emerging’ category (34% since 2000).

35. Extract from a convention between an incubator and a region that was
subject to a general investigation and whose anonymity we wish to preserve.

36. At the beginning, the survey covered three cases, including a firm that closed
down after three years. It was not possible to contact the doctorate holder and
the engineer who had created it.
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